
 

 

 

APRIL 9, 2021 

MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIR OF MEDICINE 

Hope you had a chance to take in some sunshine over the last week (we could all use 

a little Vitamin D boost).  

I also hope you had a chance to treat yourselves to Easter chocolate. It has been a real 

treat for me to get to know DOM members (like a kid in a candy store really). I’m thrilled 

to work amongst so many medical rock stars (see CIHR success below or read the 

papers any day to hear McGill DOM members decoding science/advocating and 

leading).  

I’ve really enjoyed doing Town halls (Heme, Nephro, SMH (GIM, DOM PhD upcoming)) 

to hear, in a more intimate (?) Zoom setting, about your plans, concerns and 

aspirations. 

 

CIHR – Fall 2020 competition results - DOM punching above its weight! 

(again) 

Congratulations to all DoM members (MUHC and JGH) who were successful in the 

various CIHR Fall 2020 grant competitions! A total of 18 grants were funded (total of 

$12,097,729). Projects spanned the four CIHR pillars, showing the breadth of our 

research expertise. A special shout-out to some of our Early Career Investigators who 

received funding on this round.  

DOM’s success rate of 29% is above the Quebec provincial rate of 17.2% and close 

to double the national rate of 15%  https://cihr-irsc.gc.ca/e/52355.html    

https://cihr-irsc.gc.ca/e/52355.html


Perseverance is key, good luck to all who recently submitted their applications to the 

Spring 2021 competition. 

 

Creating future Stars! MUHC CAS Research Competition – Deadline to 

Submit: May 1, 2021 

MUHC Department of Medicine offers great support to early career clinician 

scientists (or later career track switchers). In partnership with the MUHC Research 

Institute and MUHC hospital Foundations, we provide salary support to protect 50% 

time for research and start-up operating funds for 3 years. This program has been a 

KEY to our high success rate in FRQS clinician scientists grant funding (who then go 

Hors PEM (everybody wins!)).  

Applications will be reviewed by the MUHC Research Review Committee (chaired by 

Associate Chair Research Dr. Susan Kahn). Funds will be awarded on a competitive 

basis, based on availability. 

For full details of this funding competition and to download the MUHC CAS Research 

Application Form click here. The proposal must be submitted electronically to the office 

of the Physician-in-Chief and Chair of Medicine c/o caroline.alcaraz@mcgill.ca. 

Deadline for submission is May 1st. 

 

Wellness Corner: great academic article on burnout 

3 ways to combat burnout caused by work that demands continuous, long-term 

physical, cognitive or emotional effort: 

- don’t internalize it as a sign of failure 

- take steps to detach from stress and  

- maintain your social connections 

Full article= https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-021-00663-2 

 

DOM 2020 Annual Report in full prep mode! 

We’re excited about and busy preparing the 2020 Annual Report (ready this summer).  

https://www.mcgill.ca/deptmedicine/research
mailto:caroline.alcaraz@mcgill.ca
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-021-00663-2


Lots of work goes into preparing the report and, to be certain that we capture the 

achievements of the DOM community, we are relying on the good graces of our 

leaders to provide key information by the end of this month (many thanks!).  

A teaser – the 2020 report will undoubtedly make mention of COVID-19! And other 

Golden parts. 

 

 

Best, 
Marc 
 
Marc Rodger MD FRCPC MSc (Epidemiology) 
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